
Iowa UST Professional’s Refresher Course Huge Success 
 
The Cubs weren’t the only team this fall to bring together a winning combination of talent to achieve 
extraordinary success in their profession.  Iowa’s Department of Natural Resources (IDNR), Underground 
Storage Tank (UST) Section organized and hosted one their best UST professional refresher courses since 
the program’s inception.  
 
Iowa is one of few states nationwide that oversees an UST professional licensing program.  These 
professionals include installers, testers, inspectors, liners, and removers.  As part of the biennial renewal 
criteria, UST professionals must maintain continuing education units (CEUs) in their respective discipline.  
When administration of the licensing program became part of the UST Section’s duties in 2007, staff took it 
upon themselves to host various UST training and refresher courses.  The licensing rule does not stipulate 
that IDNR provide these courses; staff could have easily pushed the responsibility to the UST professionals 
to find and attend classes that qualify for CEUs.  However, seeing a need to cover content that is current, 
relevant and state specific, and to have frequent face-to-face contact with the professionals working in our 
state, Iowa’s UST staff have hosted yearly training courses for nearly ten years   
 
This fall’s UST refresher course proved to be one of the best ever.  On the heels of adoption of the new 
federal UST rules, it was important for us to craft a training event that covered the new federal inspection 
and testing requirements for UST systems.  Further, we wanted to get away from sitting in class for an 
entire day going through PowerPoints.  Foremost, we wanted to involve expert trainers who had 
experience with the new federal requirements.  Steve Purpora, who is nationally known and active in 
development of national standards of practice in the petroleum industry, was brought in to teach the 
course.  He collaborated with the expert field technicians of Protanic who provided on-site demonstrations 
of testing methods.  Feedback from course participants was extremely positive.  
 
The event’s success can be attributed to many factors including excellent planning, dedicated people, and 
also a stroke of good luck where everything fell into place:  

 Location – we were able to secure a conference facility at a reasonable fee that was conveniently 
located within walking distance of the demonstration facility. 

 Demonstration Facility – QuikTrip Corporation graciously allowed use of one their newer convenience 
store facilities in Des Moines for trainers to demonstrate overfill equipment inspections, and 
hydrostatic sump and UDC testing.  QT cordoned off a section of the property to include fill ports, 
sumps, and one set of dispensers.  This allowed for demonstrations of real operating equipment to 
proceed, while not disrupting regular convenience store business.  

 Weather – 70 degree days in early November are not the Midwest norm, but this good weather was 
welcomed and conducive to an outdoor classroom. 

 UST Professionals – a record number of UST professionals participated in the course, and shared their 
knowledge and experience in an open discussion setting.  

 Industry and Regulatory Partners - Iowa Petroleum Equipment Contractors Association generously 
assisted with trainer expenses;  Purpora Engineering and Protanic provided in-class training and on-site 
demonstrations;  Unified Contracting Services provided site safety, pre-testing, and post-site cleanup; 
QuikTrip Corporation allowed use of their site, brought in company experts to answer questions, and 
organized logistics; and IDNR’s NPDES Section staff provided training on waste water disposal options 
(hydrostatic test water). 

 
We extend our sincere thanks to all the partners in this effort:  Steve Purpora/Purpora Engineering and all 
the staff with Protanic; QuikTrip Corporation and all the QT staff who were involved; Iowa Petroleum 
Equipment Contactors Association, Unified Contracting Services, and IDNR’s NPDES staff.   



 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 


